
51 Kendall Street, Sans Souci

Welcome to 51 Kendall Street

SOLD BY NICK TRINGAS !!

Making an exquisite statement in contemporary glamour, this luxurious c.2014

Designer Homes residence unfolds over two expansive levels to capture

peninsula living of rare distinction. 

Occupying a peaceful 660m2 parcel moments to crystalline beaches, cafes and

parklands, the home is distinguished by its premium appointments and

magnificent in-outdoor entertaining. Superlative family living seamlessly

adjoins an ultra-sleek covered atrium with spectacular alfresco kitchen and

paved entertainersâ€™ courtyard, while a further array of formal and retreat

spaces fuse fabulous form with flawless function.

Attending modern family lifestyles with effortless aplomb, the lavish gas

kitchen showcases acres of stone surfaces, a walk-in pantry and exceptional

storage. To the upper level, a grandly proportioned master bedroom boasts

walk-in robe, spacious sitting area and private balcony.

Finished to a premium spec from top to toe, this deeply elegant residence

boasts quality double brick construction, soaring ceilings and chic tiled floors

 5  5  4  660 m2

Price SOLD for $2,540,000

Property Type Residential

Property ID 113

Land Area 660 m2

Agent Details

Nick Tringas - 0412 414 600 

Jonathan Tringas - 0481 314 424

Office Details

Kyeemagh Office

166 Bestic Street Kyeemagh, NSW,

2216 Australia 

02 9335 9800

Sold



throughout. Ducted air-conditioning, video intercom, a security alarm system,

exterior power points and internal access to the double lock-up garage

complete a blue-ribbon package merging convenience and style in masterful

accord.

Inspection by Appointment Only

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that

information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any

responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely

upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.


